Cerebral atrophy and regional cerebral blood flow (CBF) were examined in 52 chronic stroke patients with dementia, pre-dementia or non-dementia (according to the Dementia Scale). The index of cerebral atrophy was estimated on computed tomography, and CBF was determined using 133Xe inhalation method. Cerebral atrophy indices were not significantly different amongvarious degrees of dementia except a slightly increased cella media index in pre-dementia group. Average values for CBF were bilaterally reduced in dementia,being 28.5 ± 4.4 for affected hemisphere and 31.0 ± 3.2 ml/lOOg/min for non-affected one. Compared with those, CBFwere higher in pre-dementia (37.3 ± 8.7 and 39.4 ± 8.2 ml/lOOg/min, p <0.05 vs dementia, respectively) and more higher in non-dementia (45.8 ± 10.2 and 48.5 ± 10.4 ml/lOOg/min, p < 0.01 vs pre-dementia, respectively). Of ll recurrent stroke patients, 5 with newly developed dementia after the second attack presented the preceding CBFreduction 10 to 34 months prior to the recurrence. Present results suggest that bilateral reduction of CBFmay be the primarily important factor for the initiation or development of vascular dementia, and the CBF reduction seems to precede the symptomof dementia. Positron emission tomography (PET) has shown that cerebral oxygen utilization was also decreased in proportion to the reduction of CBFin vascular dementia8' 9\ Little is known, however, about the correlations of the degree of dementia to the cerebral atrophy, the site of cerebrovascular lesion, and the derangements of cerebral circulation and metabolism.
cerebral blood flow (CBF) are commonly observed in patients with cerebrovascular dementia as well as in senile dementia of Alzheimer type1'7). Positron emission tomography (PET) has shown that cerebral oxygen utilization was also decreased in proportion to the reduction of CBFin vascular dementia8' 9\ Little is known, however, about the correlations of the degree of dementia to the cerebral atrophy, the site of cerebrovascular lesion, and the derangements of cerebral circulation and metabolism.
In this study, we examined in stroke patients with dementia whether 1) there is any relation between the degree of dementia and cerebral atrophy or decrease in CBF, and 2) there are regional characteristics in CBFpattern in vascular dementia. In patients who had recurrent stroke with newly developed dementia, CBF was determined before (non-dementia) and after the recurrence, to examine whether or not CBF is already decreased prior to manifest dementia.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fifty two stroke patients (1 1 cerebral hemorrhage, 41 cerebral infarction, 70 ± 7 years old), more than one monthafter ictus, were analyzed in this study. Detailed medical history, physical and neurological examinations, CT scan, regional CBF measurements were completed in all patients. Prior to the CBF study, the presence and the degree of dementia were evaluated using Dementia Scale1 *' which consists of ll items for orientation, calculation and memory,and the patients were classified into four groups; normal (32.5 to 31 points), subnormal (30.5 to 22), pre-dementia (21.5 to 10.5) and demantia(< 10).
Cerebral atrophy was presented as frontal horn index (FHI) and cella media index (CMI) on CT film12 Previous studies using 133Xe clearance method, some investigators found reduced CBF especially in temporo-parietal Iobe2'4\ while others only noted patchy reduction19\
In the present study, the demented patients showed no characteristic rCBF pattern but rather diffuse CBFreduction.
Several reports have presented that in neurologically normal volunteers with risk factors for stroke, reduction of CBFprecedes the occurrence of cerebrovascular disease20'21^or vascular dementia22^. It is also known that CBF is reduced in relation to the severity and duration of hypertension23K Arteriosclerosis of cerebral vessels reduces CBF and increases the susceptibility to stroke. In the present study, five patients who later developed dementia showed the already lowered CBF10 to 34 months prior to the latest ictus of stroke, followed by a further post-ictal reduction of CBF. Thus, the preceding reduction of CBF possibly due to pathological changes of cerebral vessels may be a primarily important factor for the initiation of vascular dementia. 
